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1. ATLANTICO project overview

1.1. Summary. 7 Reasons to join in

ATLANTICO is the first decentralized medical blockchain platform. It brings medical 
goods and services quality to a new level, regulate prices and make all interactions 
between platform users, including patients doctors, pharmaceutical and insurance 
companies and medical centers, absolutely simple and transparent. We develop the 
most transparent system independent from major healthcare, insurance and 
pharmaceutical companies. All transactions are recorded in a blockchain ledger.

The system regulates product price formation and lets users get high quality goods 
and services at the best prices.

We are developing an ecosystem that will prevent medical, pharmaceutical and 
insurance companies from forming monopolies. 

1.

ATLANTICO Network o�ers patients the following opportunities: 

The platform has 6 integrated modules for user communication with the platform. 

Modules have 3 levels:

2.

Quality control level - allows rating quality of goods and services.

Supplier of goods and services level - allows placing and using goods and services on the 
platform.

User level - allows inviting new people and interacting with platform users.  

1.

2.

3.

The platform has 7 user sub-levels:

Patient

Insurance company

Doctor

Medical center

Pharmacy

Pharmaceutical wholesaler

Pharmaceutical manufacturer 

Getting tokens for operations on the platform, followed by company’s buyback of tokens

Convenient mobile app showing closest medical centers, doctors, pharmacies and insurance 
companies.

Doctors qualification assessment making the right choice easier based on user rating, when 
medical services are needed

User rating of pharmaceutical products

ATLANTICO Network helps to solve the main problems of the healthcare market in 
almost all fields of medical services and pharmaceutical product sales.

3.
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Insurance companies analysis

Medical services and pharmaceutical products at reasonable prices

Discounts for medical services in ATLANTICO Network mobile app

Insurance companies get:

More direct communication with consumers

Lower cost price leading to higher gross profit

Clear analysis helps to filter fraudulent partners (doctors, medical centers) and avoid interactions 
with ine�ective organizations. 

A way to avoid extra insurance payments due to low quality of or failure to provide services by 
ine�ective medical centers, doctors or pharmaceutical companies

The platform gives doctors the following benefits:

A way to provide higher quality services

Extrabudgetary funding in the form of tokens that can be monetized later as company buys them 
back at the end of the year

Summarised data on diseases and most e�ective medicines to cure them

More e�cient interactions with insurance and pharmaceutical companies

Medical centers get the following opportunities:

More qualified specialists for medical institutions due to  continuous analysis and rating of doctors 
activity. 

Additional source of income from tokens monetization as the company will buy them back at the 
end of the year

New high quality pharmaceuticals and medical equipment

More e�cient interactions with insurance companies

Better logistics and lower price for pharmaceuticals sale network

Opportunity to attract new clients

Pharmacies get the following opportunities:

Increase in service quality due to continuous user rating 

Higher EBIT due to new clients

Closer logistics cooperation with medical centers and pharmaceutical and insurance companies.

Pharmaceutical wholesalers get the following:

Way to supply pharmacy networks with higher quality products at flexible prices

Higher revenue and thus bigger profit for the company

Continuous user rating of product quality. Feedback from individuals, pharmacy networks, medical 
centers and insurance companies can help reduce the number of expensive audits. 
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Pharmaceutical manufacturers get the following opportunities:

Closer logistics cooperation with clients, doctors, medical centers, pharmacy networks and 
pharmaceutical wholesalers

Cost reduction due to marketable products rating 

A possibility to increase production quality due to third-party analysis

ATLANTICO Network will have a blockchain ledger with records of all interactions on the platform: 
ratings and comments, case histories, records of medical treatment, diagnoses and prescribed 
medicine, drugs available at nearby pharmacies and their current prices

Our platform is based on the NEM blockchain, which is used for all transactions between users .

Blockchain technology implementation ensures transparency and security. We chose 
it for our platform to create a transparent and easy to check for every user system.

4.

1.

2.

Proven business model. We signed agreements with leading medical clinics and 
pharmaceutical companies to put the ATLANTICO Network platform to use. Leading 
experts recommend us worldwide. Our technology is absolutely unique and 
patented.  

5.

1  The platform will see thousands of users and their transactions will be recorded onto the ATLANTICO Network internal 

blockchain ledger. 

ATL token (NEM Mosaic standard) is a utility token. It helps build communications 
between users and will allow them to interact with goods and services marketed on 
the platform. ATL token will become a medium of exchange on the platform. Users will 
get bonuses for using the platform in tokens as well as stable dividends. Tokens can 
also be converted into fiat money on exchanges. 

6.

The ATLANTICO Network’s goal is to change the whole medical and pharmaceutical 
industry and bring it to a new level. 

ATLANTICO Network takes aim at a large and fast growing market. The ATLANTICO 
Network project brings demand and supply of that market onto one decentralized 
blockchain platform. It gives users more choices as well as reduces risks of low quality 
services and scams and that is quite important for the industry. 

7.
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2. ATL token sale

Token name                      

Blockchain                

Standard

Price 

Payment Methods 

Main info

ATL

NEM

Mosaic

0,0001 ETH

Bitcoin (BTC), Ether (ETH), Litecoin (LTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Neo (NEO), Nem (NEM), Trx (TRON)

Soft Cap

Normal cup 

Optional cup 

Hard Cap 

Caps 

$ 3 000 000

$ 8 000 000 

$ 10 000 000 

$ 15 000 000

round 0 

round 1

round 2 

round 3

round 4 

round 5 

round 6 

round 7 

round 8 

round 9 

round 10 

round 11

round 12 

round 13 

1th August - 10th August

11st August - 13rd August

14th August - 16th August

17th August - 20th August

21th August - 23th August

24th August - 26th August

27h August - 29th August

30th August - 2th September

3th September - 5st September

6st September- 8rd September

9th September - 11th September

12th September- 14th September

15th September- 17th September

18th September- 20th September

Sale rounds 

Dates

Minimum / maximum investment

100 tokens/ unlimited

round 14 

round 15 

round 16 

round 17 

round 18 

round 19 

round 20 

round 21 

round 22 

round 23

round 24 

round 25 

 

 

21th September- 23rd September

24th September- 27th September

28th September- 1st October 

2nd October - 5th October 

6th October - 9th October

10th October - 13th October

14th October - 17th October

18th October - 21st October

22th October - 24th October

25th October - 26th October

27th October - 28th October

29th October - 30th October

Distribution rules 

Maximum amount  
of tokens for sale 

Maximum amount 
of tokens for the company

Total amount of tokens 

Token distribution 

For every 25 tokens sold 75 additional tokens will be issued for company 

up to 250 000 000

up to 750 000 000

up to 1000 000 000 
The di�erence between the maximum amount of tokens for sale and the amount actually sold will not be issued.
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round 0 

round 1

round 2 

round 3

round 4 

round 5 

round 6 

round 7 

round 8 

round 9 

round 10 

+35%

+25% 

+24%

+23%

+22%

+21%

+20%

+19%

+18%

+17%

+16% 

Bonuses

Early stage bonuses

Big purchase bonus 

round 22 

round 23 

round 24 

round 25 

 

 

+4%

+3%

+2%

+1%

more than 10000$

more than 50000$

more than 100000$  

+5%

+7%

+10%

* Big purchase bonuses sum up with early stage bonuses

round 11

round 12 

round 13 

round 14 

round 15

round 16 

round 17 

round 18 

round 19 

round 20

round 21 

 

 

+15%

+14%

+13%

+12%

+11%

+10%

+9%

+8%

+7%

+6%

+5%

Initial token distribution 

Estimated exchange listing

Distribution and listing 

July 2018

November 2018 

Geography of sales 

Additional information 

ATL Tokens are not to be sold or otherwise disposed of by their owners in favor of 
individuals and legal entities that are citizens or residents residing or registered in the 
United States of America (including all states and the District of Columbia), Puerto Rico, 
the United States Virgin Islands, any other territories of the United States of America

Website www.atlantico-network.io
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3. ATLANTICO Network project mission

3.1. Main idea 

The main idea of ATLANTICO Network project is to create a remote and safe way for 
medical and pharmaceutical market participants to interact, ensuring transparent 
relations without risks as well as increase the quality of medical and pharmaceutical 
services.

We are developing an ecosystem based on a proven business model a�rmed by the world 
leading medical centers. We signed partnership agreements so they will use the platform 
to improve the quality of services provided to patients. 

The ATLANTICO Network has to provide decentralized software solution for safe and 
transparent transactions between users. This is the only way to attract a lot of patients, 
doctors, medical centers, insurance companies, pharmacy networks, pharmaceutical 
wholesalers and manufacturers.

That is why we develop a mobile investment decentralized blockchain platform, where 
users can interact with both each other and the products marketed on the platform. It will 
change the way patients, doctors, medical centers, insurance companies, pharmacy 
networks and pharmaceutical wholesalers interact with each other, and will make these 
interactions more e�cient and productive.

Patients. It is important for every patient to get proven and a�ordable healthcare services. Starting 
from a doctor that makes a diagnosis, to a pharmaceutical manufacturer, it is crucial that on every 
step he or she gets the best service at a reasonable price no matter geographical location. 

Insurance companies. Every insurance company wants to safeguard from fraud. Every insurance case 
has to be double checked so that a company does not incur losses.

Doctors. Every doctor wants to provide patients with high quality, highly qualified healthcare, 
prescribe good medicine and leave the patient healthy and happy. 

Medical centers. Every medical center needs professional and highly qualified medical sta� and 
equipment for medical facilities that meets the modern standards. They want their services to be 
a�ordable and have good reviews. The ATLANTICO Network platform will help medical centers bring 
in new clients. 

Pharmacies. It is important for every pharmacy network to distribute high quality authentic and 
in-demand products. Combined with flexible prices it attracts a flow of additional customers.

Pharmaceutical wholesalers. The scale and quality of sales are the most important parts of 
pharmaceutical business. This platform can help increase a company’s revenue, expand cooperation 
with pharmacy networks and build a more direct communications with every side involved in the 
process, from pharmaceutical manufacturer to the end user.

Pharmaceutical manufacturers.  This platform allows users to track pharmaceuticals from factory to 
store, thus eliminating the risk of counterfeit production ever reaching the shelves. Thanks to user 
rating the manufacturer gets users’ evaluation of the product and gets an opportunity to increase 
product quality and remain competitive on the market. 

© ATLANTICO network 8



Medical centers and doctors provide low quality services.

Medical centers that lack highly qualified medical sta� and equipment sometimes fail to make a right 
diagnosis on time and prescribe the right medication for the case. Such incidents may cause severe 
consequences and in the worst cases can lead to a patient’s death.

Patients lack choice of doctors and medical centers due to lack of service quality rating.

Patients lack ability to choose the right medical center and a doctor, because they can not analyse data 
and compare medical centers and doctors, they can not make the right decision. We should not forget 
that insurance companies limit options of patients, doctors and medical cares. They limit their choice of 
pharmaceuticals, medical equipment. It interferes with patients’ freedom of choice and health workers’ 
ability to provide the best service. 

Counterfeit pharmaceuticals on market.

Currently there are no systematic approaches to prevent counterfeit pharmaceuticals production and 
distribution. It has severe consequences for the life and health of people. There is no clear way of 
monitoring the whole process from pharmaceuticals production to distribution through pharmacy 
networks and pharmaceutical wholesalers, which, by the way, are responsible for the biggest share of 
counterfeit pharmaceutical distribution. 

Overpriced goods and services.

Currently price formation on medical and pharmaceutical market is unregulated. It leads to patients 
buying overpriced products. It happens because of a large group of middle-men that act within a 
market economy and a�ect the end price of the product. Platform users will get discounts in medical 
centers for the services they need.

Fraudulent doctors and medical centers, illegally charging insurance companies.

It is a common practice for fraudulent doctors and medical centers to falsify insurance cases to get 
insurance payments. Such incidents are not always easy to track and prevent, and it causes great 
damage to insurance companies and decreases the quality of services provided to clients, thus 
insurance companies incur both financial and reputational damage.

We are launching the ATLANTICO Network project to expand the possibilities for cooperation 
between market participants. ATL tokens (Mosaic standard) will serve token holders both as a 
means of accessing the platform and getting dividends from platform profits.

The ATLANTICO Network solves five major problems of medical and pharmaceutical market

3.2. Market problems solution 

1.

4.

5.

3.

2.

3.3. ATL Token

We issue ATL tokens ( NEM Mosaic standard) to facilitate interactions between the 
ATLANTICO Network platform users. ATL tokens will serve token holders both as a mean to 
access the platform and to get dividends from platform profits.  

There are three ways to acquire ATL tokens: 

Crowdsale. The amount of issued tokens will be equal to the amount of tokens sold on the crowdsale. 

Token purchase on cryptocurrency exchanges. 

As a reward for using the platform, rating and commenting on goods and services marketed on the 
platform

1.

2.

3.
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The platform has 6 integrated modules for user communication with each other and the 
platform.

Modules have 3 levels:

Quality control level - allows rating quality of goods and services.

Supplier of goods and services level - allows placing and using goods and services on the platform.

User level - allows inviting new people and interacting with platform users.

4. Platform technology

4.1. Platform architecture

The platform has 7 user sub-levels:

ATLANTICO Network

Services Products

Pharmaceutical
manufacturers

Pharmaceutical 
wholesalers

Pharmacies

Patients

Insurance 
companiesMedical centers

Doctors

Patient

Insurance company

Doctor

Medical center

Pharmacy

Pharmaceutical wholesaler

Pharmaceutical manufacturer 

© ATLANTICO network 10
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The ATLANTICO Network is based on blockchain technology which creates a transparent and easy 
to check system for every platform user. To prove system transparency we will grant users access to 
a tool kit for the blockchain ledger. Users will be able to audit records preventing potential conflicts. 

The platform is designed for patients, medical institutions, medical centers, insurance companies, 
pharmacy networks and pharmaceutical manufacturers. Our goal is to use hi-tech to bring 
interactions between clients and providers of goods and services in the pharmaceutical industry to 
a new level. 

Every interaction, such as a patients’ requests, patients registration, medication, diagnoses, 
prescriptions, insurance cases registration, new pharmaceuticals registration etc. will be recorded 
in a blockchain ledger. All changes and important events will be registered in a distributed ledger 
for future analysis. Every day a few millions of such events may be registered. 

Ethereum would not be the best choice for that amount of records due to the low transaction 
speed and high costs. That is why the ATLANTICO Network is based on the NEM blockchain. 

4.2 Blockchain implementation

4.3. Technological structure

A private ATLANTICO Network blockchain will be built on a network of nodes, supported by the company 
on the early stages of platform development. Later we will fully or partially delegate separate nodes 
management to network members. This way we will create a distributed network that no one has full 
control over, representing the true principle of blockchain. 

Distributed blockchain technology will also facilitate quick and e�ective platform scaling. Network node 
operators will have access to the ledger to check any operation and resolve potential conflicts. 
ATLANTICO Network will provide the operators with simple and useful software to start a node as well as 
all necessary information and technical support 24/7 all over the world.

Website Mobile app

User account

Services database Products database ATL token ATL bonus tokens

NEM blockchain

External sources

Invite
new partners

Marketing
sources

Cryptocurrency
exchanges

Cryptocurrency 
exchangers
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4.4. Realisation modules

The ATLANTICO Network is a kind of builder’s toolkit that allows users to combine di�erent modules 
to attract new customers and facilitate interactions between patients, doctors, medical 
institutions, insurance companies, pharmacy networks and pharmaceutical wholesalers.

ATL tokens will grant access to the platform and serve as the medium of exchange. They will also 
be used in 6 other modules. We issue NEM Mosaic compatible ATL tokens for users transactions 
inside the platform.

ATL tokens will have two functions: 

Granting access to the ATLANTICO Network platform

Being the medium of exchange for transaction between platform users, it will solve fiat money problems, 
such as low transaction speed and restrictions on international wire transfers. 

Quality assessment level

The level consists of 2 modules that attract new enterprises to our project.

Product quality assessment module 

Product quality assessment module is a part of the quality assessment level that is going to be based on 
the NEM blockchain. After assessing the quality of goods available on the platform a comment, either for 
private or public viewing, needs to be left. Following this, all data is going to be saved in the blockchain 
ledger. The product quality assessment module can be modified by patients, doctors and medical 
centers, while for all other members of the system it is available for viewing only. 

Example: A patient was prescribed xxx cold medicine. In order to find it, they can use ATLANTICO Network, which 
displays the closest pharmacy that has that medicine in stock, average user rating of the drug, its price, and other 
users’ comments, thus helping them decide whether to purchase the medicine or not. Furthermore, the patient can 
leave their own rating and a review after using the product, while pharmacies and pharmaceutical companies can 
use this information to assess the quality of their manufactured and sold goods.

Services quality assessment module

Service quality assessment module is a part of the quality assessment level that is going to be based on 
the NEM blockchain. After assessing the quality of goods available on the platform, a comment, either for 
private or public viewing, needs to be left. Then all data is going to be saved in the blockchain ledger. 
The product quality assessment module can be modified by patients, doctors and medical centers, while 
for all other members of the system it is available for viewing only. 

Example: After visiting a medical center a patient received a diagnosis and was prescribed medication. The patient 
can now review, using the ATLANTICO Network, the quality of services provided by their doctor and the medical 
center and just leave a comment. All these actions are stored in the blockchain ledger and can later be viewed by 
other patients, thus allowing them to decide whether to attend any given medical center. 

1.

2.

Goods and services level

Goods module 

Goods module is a part of the goods and services module that is going to be based on the NEM 
blockchain. This module allows adding and viewing data about goods stored in the blockchain ledger. 
Only pharmaceutical manufacturers can add products to the blockchain ledger, while all other members 
of the system can only view products and review their quality. Moreover, the module allows adding and 
tracking the path of any given product from the manufacturer to pharmaceutical retailers thus helping to 
prevent counterfeit products from appearing on the market. 

3.
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Example: Manufactured pharmaceutical goods are added to the blockchain ledger using a barcode with the 
following data about the product: name of the product, description, instructions and photos of the packaging and 
its contents. ATLANTICO Network’s platform is used to add a product to the blockchain ledger.

Members level

Profile module 

Profile module is a part of the Members level that is going to be based on the NEM blockchain. This 
module allows users to sign up to the ATLANTICO Network platform. It also allows to save members’ 
personal data and determine their position on the platform. Members can choose one of the following 
7 sub categories:

Each subcategory requires a di�erent set of data in order to separate di�erent access levels to the 
platform and divide its functionality among users. Members of the platform can choose which part of 
their data is private and which part can be viewed publicly. All data submitted to the platform is stored in 
a blockchain ledger.  

Services module

Goods module is a part of the goods and services module that is going to be based on the NEM 
blockchain. This module allows adding and viewing data about goods stored in the blockchain ledger. 
Only pharmaceutical manufacturers can add products to the blockchain ledger, while all other members 
of the system can only view products and review their quality. Moreover, the module allows adding and 
tracking the path of any given product from the manufacturer to pharmaceutical retailers thus helping to 
prevent counterfeit products from appearing on the market. 

Example: Manufactured pharmaceutical goods are added to the blockchain ledger using a barcode with the 
following data about the product: name of the product, description, instructions and photos of the packaging and 
its contents. ATLANTICO Network’s platform is used to add a product to the blockchain ledger.

Patient

 Insurance company

 Doctor

 Medical center 

 Pharmacy 

 Wholesale pharmaceutical company 

Pharmaceutical manufacturer 

Sub categories require the following data:

Patient: 

Name

Surname

Phone number

Email

Address

Drug allergies 

Token wallet address 

Insurance company: 

Company name 

Work hours

Company address

Phone number

Email 

Telegram

A list of supplied services

4.

5.

© ATLANTICO network 13

Doctor:

Specialization

Name

Surname

Work hours

Address

Medical center name 

Phone number

Email 

Telegram

A list of supplied services

Token wallet address

 



We live in an age of rapid technological development. The aforementioned description is 
based solely on current knowledge and state of technology, ATLANTICO Network 
developer team reserves the right to change approaches, architecture, elements of the 
technology stack and so on. As a result of ATLANTICO Network’s research, there may be 
found more e�cient ways of achieving the given technological goals. 

Medical center:

Medical center name

Work hours

Address

Phone number 

Email

Telegram

A list of doctors’ specializations 

A list of supplied services 

 

Pharmacy: 

Pharmacy name

Work hours 

Address

Phone number 

E-mail 

Telegram

Wholesale pharmaceutical company: 

Company name

Work hours

Address

Phone number 

E-mail 

Telegram

Pharmaceutical manufacturer: 

Company name

Work hours

Address

Phone number 

E-mail 

Telegram

Bonus accumulation module 

Bonus accumulation module is a part of the Members level that is going to be based on the NEM 
blockchain. This module will allow members of the project to receive rewards, in the form of ATLANTICO 
Network tokens, for reviewing and commenting on the quality of goods and services.

Example: Every time a patient reviews an acquired pharmaceutical product, they will receive tokens on the wallet 
specified in their Profile. These tokens will be bought back by the ATLANTICO Network in a year. 

Possible technological changes 

6.
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5. Business development plan 

Disclaimer of liability 

Development of a complicated product is a non-linear process that may require alterations and a change of 
direction. The following plan depicts our current understanding of how modules are going to be realized. We 
constantly carry out market research, talk to professionals in the industry in order to organize the process and 
priorities in the best possible way. 

June 1987

1990 -1997

1997 - 2016 

1997 - 2007

1997 -2004

2007

2007-2014

2016

October2013

July 2016 - June 2017

January - May 2018

June 2018 

July 2018

July 2018

August - October 2018

November 2018

December 2018 - 
January 2019

January 2019

February 2019

March 2019

April - June 2019 

July 2019 - 
January 2020

January 2020

January - March 2020

April - October 2020

January 2021

January 2022

The launch of Atlantic International Finance and Loan Limited Company

Restaurant business, a catering company and Palm Desert restaurant, California, USA 

Work in financial and real estate industries in Belgium  

Work in real estate industry in Costa del Sol.

Work in the restaurant business in Costa del Sol.

Sale of 80% of real estate, mostly in the areas of Puerto Banus (Marbella) and San Pedro De 
Alcantara (Marbella)

Work in the restaurant business in Belgium, launch of the best restaurant Le Borse cafe, place 
Albert Chi�rer № 1, Nivelles 1400, Belgium. 

Sale of 100% of real estate in Belgium. Mostly in Nivelles

Creation of an energy company Solelec iberica that works with the largest medical centers in 
Costa Del Sol and Marbella (Spain), such as Xanit International Hospital Benalmadena and 
Marbella International Hospital 

Development of the concept and reaching out to potential partners of the company.

Creating a team to realise the project

Creating a demo version of the platform and the mobile app, filing a patent application in the 
British Overseas Territories and Crown Dependencies, EU and USA

Signing a preliminary agreement with Ministries of Health of Ukraine and South Africa on 
testing the platform in state medical centers. 

Token Pre-Sale 

ICO

Listing of tokens on cryptocurrency exchanges

Launch of the mobile application and platform  

Buyback of tokens from members who received them as a bonus for using the platform 
(patients, medical centers, doctors) 

Signing contracts describing the form of work with Ministries of Health in countries where the 
platform is operating, further promotion of the platform around the world.  

The choice of an exchange for the IPO. 

Negotiations with underwriters on the terms of listing on the exchange

Creation of a legal framework to carry out an IPO

Buyback of tokens from members who received them as a bonus for using the platform 
(patients, medical centers, doctors)

Creation of a Joint Stock Company 

Creation of a technical and legal framework, as well as working with banks, underwriters 
working on the IPO, auditing the company to determine capitalisation and asset prices of the 
Joint Stock Company 

IPO, distribution of shares to token holders and a listing of tokens on exchanges 

The first payment of dividends to shareholders
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This allows reducing markups on products because consumers will be able to choose a better product at a 
lower price. Pharmaceutical manufacturers, on the other hand, will be able to track the entire path of their 
product, see its markup in pharmacies and wholesale pharmaceutical companies. Thus, manufacturers will be 
able to regulate prices for their products and will prevent counterfeit products from appearing on the market. 

Because the ATLANTICO Network takes into account the whole volume of goods that was produced and that is 
being realized, counterfeit products will not be able to appear on the pharmaceutical market.

Pharmaceutical manufacturer registers their product in the ATLANTICO Network. The medicine is assigned 
an identification number and its weight, release date and ingredients are all recorded.

The medicine is shipped to the wholesale pharmaceutical company. The platform records the lot number, 
dates of receipt and shipment to pharmacies.   

When a product appears in pharmacies, it is assessed by the platform by several criteria: date of receipt, 
how long it has been on sale, the product’s lot number, the amount of goods in stock and its price. The 
ATLANTICO Network assesses the cost and price of goods and stores this information publicly, thus allowing 
any member of the platform to see the markup for any product every step in the supply chain, from 
manufacturer to pharmacies

6. How it works 

Platform 

Product Product

Pharmaceutical
manufacturer

Wholesale 
pharmaceutical 

company 

Pharmacy 
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Insurance companies, on the other hand, by using ATLANTICO Network will be able to monitor prices and quality 
of both medicine and medical centers for which payments are made. Thus, minimizing expenses related to 
treating patients and allowing them to get higher quality services. The platform strictly monitors medical 
payments and does not allow dishonest members of the market to make false insurance claims in order to profit 
from them. 

By using the ATLANTICO Network, medical centers can attract highly skilled personnel to provide high quality 
services, thus allowing to attract more customers. The platform analyses the work of medical sta� in order to 
undertake timely measures to resolve any errors. Moreover, medical centers will be able to gain extra revenue 
from realising tokens received as a payment for providing high quality services. The platform purchases tokens 
back annually.

Platform 

Events 
insured 

Insurance
services

Insurance 
payments

Purchasing
insurance 

Medical centers Insurance companies Patients 

Recruitment 
of highly skilled 

personnel 

Medical
centers Platform 

Sta� 
qualification

 analysis 
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Doctors, by working with the ATLANTICO Network, will gain an ability to compare similar patients’ diagnoses, 
make more precise diagnoses, and monitor the market for the most modern and innovative medications. The 
platform allows doctors to take a step towards working with the most advanced medical centres in the world, 
as the ATLANTICO Network constantly gathers and analyses the data on quality of services provided by 
doctors, thus attracting the best clinics and medical centers. Doctors will also receive extra income, as through 
reviews they will receive bonus tokens that are going to be bought back by the platform annually. 

By interacting with the ATLANTICO Network, patients will gain an ability to analyse and make the right decisions 
when having to address a medical center, a doctor, and when there is a need to buy medicine or purchase and 
insurance. Patients can view comments of other consumers that have already used the service. ATLANTICO 
Network’s mobile application allows patients to find the closest pharmacies, medical centers, insurance 
companies and doctors, view their work hours, book appointments and receive discounts for the required 
services. After receiving a good or a service, patients can leave comments and  reviews in the application, 
which can then be viewed by other members of the platform. The ATLANTICO Network elevates the 
pharmaceutical market to a new, high-tech level that excludes corruption, unprofessionalism and negligence. 
By interacting with the platform, patients can receive bonus tokens that are going to be bought back annually. 

Platform 

Patient 

Analysis of the location 
of the nearest medical 

center or pharmacy 

Assessment and analysis 
of a medical center

 and doctors 

Assessment and analysis 
of a medical center

 and doctors 

Assessment and analysis 
of the quality of services 

provided by insurance companies 

Medical 
history analysis 

Platform 

Medication 
use analysis 

Doctor

Patient 
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An unlimited number of members can interact with the ATLANTICO Network. During and after the token sale 
new partners will be attracted to the platform for further collaboration. 

Selling 25% of all tokens will allow us to invest into the finalization of the platform and its global expansion.

Through cooperation with our platform, pharmaceutical manufacturers will benefit from solving the issue of 
counterfeit goods appearing on the market and will cut expenses on intermediaries between manufacturers 
and patients. Therefore, we will charge pharmaceutical manufacturers a royalty fee. The platform will charge 
roughly $0.02 for every pharmaceutical product sold. The last year’s global pharmaceutical sales exceeded $1 
trillion, thus marking it as the most profitable for the pharmaceutical industry. 

IMS Health categorizes emerging market economies into three types. The first one is China, with the annual 
growth rate of 15-18%. The second category includes countries like Brazil, Russia and India, with the annual 
growth rate of 9-14%. The third category includes 17 countries with the annual growth of the pharmaceutical 
market of 7-10%. 

According to the definition, emerging pharmaceutical markets are those that maintain a total growth rate 
exceeding $1 billion for 5 years. Therefore, in 2013 the following countries joined this category: Algeria, Columbia, 
Nigeria and Saudi Arabia. Currently, there are 17 countries with a total population of 1.379 million that are 
considered to be a part of the emerging markets of the 3rd category. The value of the pharmaceutical market 
in these countries is forecasted to increase from $94.4 billion in 2013 to $127 billion in 2017.

It is important to note, however, that markets belonging to the 3rd category have a substantially di�erent 
healthcare system. Thus, this category consists of countries with average spending on medication ranging from 
$96 to $222 per capita (Poland, Argentina, Turkey, Mexico, Venezuela, Vietnam, Romania, Saudi Arabia and 
Columbia), and states where it ranges from $7 to $81 per capita (South Africa, Thailand, India, Nigeria, Ukraine, 
Pakistan, Egypt, Algeria). 

Regarding the growth rate of these markets, the noteworthy one is Vietnam, with an average forecasted growth 
rate of 18%, which in financial terms means a rise from $2.4 billion in 2013 to $4.6 billion in 2017. In the same 
period, a pharmaceutical market in Brazil rose from $27.6 to $50.2, while the pharmaceutical market in Russia is 
expected to have an average growth rate of 5-7%.

7. Financial model 

7.1 Assumptions 
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Whereas the growth rate in developed markets is expected to be substantially smaller. According to 
forecasts, their annual growth is going to be 1-4%, while some countries, such as France and Spain, are even 
expected to show negative growth.

As for the growth rate of various therapeutic groups, the leading segments are oncology (18%), diabetes (18%), 
ACE inhibitors (16%), lipid-modifying medications (14%), thrombocyte aggregation inhibitors (12%).

According to the new direction of pharmaceutical development and using the data received from 
sociological research, specialists in the field expect a rise of this figure up to $1.3 trillion by 2018. There was a 
substantial rise in newly created molecule-based medicine used in the pharmaceutical industry. In 2014 their 
number was 46 compounds, which is the highest in ten years. It is important to note that a third of the new 
compounds is used to battle cancer. Overall, more than 65% of new medicine is used to identify rare and the 
most aggressive diseases. Such diseases include oncological ones, as well as Hepatitis C and HIV. Given the 
severity of oncological diseases, it still receives the largest amount of investment compared to other 
therapeutic groups. Researches highlight the increased growth of this market, thus showing that the market is 
changing and it cannot be ignored. 

Therefore, it is easy to calculate that the platform can receive more than $2 billion only from royalty 
payments. 

Insurance companies will reduce expenses related to events insured, thus increasing profitability. They will 
also have to pay a royalty for working with the platform, $2.3 for every insurance policy sold. Considering the 
fact that the global population is more than 7 billion people and more than 2 billion of them have an 
insurance, the platform’s revenue from royalty must exceed $4.5 billion annually. 

Moreover, there is going to be extra revenue from discounts o�ered by medical centers. An average discount 
is 30% from a patient’s check because they are paying for the services provided by a medical center using 
the platform’s mobile application. The discount is equally divided between the patient and the platform, with 
the patient receiving a 15% discount for the purchased service, while the platform receives the other 15% as a 
financial reward

Therefore, by signing a contract with ATLANTICO Network medical centers will be able to attract new 
customers and patients will be able to get discounts by using the platform’s mobile application to pay for the 
provided services. 

According to the aforementioned data, profits (only from royalty payments) are expected to exceed $24.5 
billion. From the figure mentioned above should deducted taxes, 25% of all funds that are going to be used to 
buy back tokens from medical centers and doctors, and 1.5% used for the platform’s maintenance and to pay 
salaries to sta� maintaining the platform. 

7.2. Profit
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Considering everything mentioned above, the estimated profit, solely from royalty payments, are going to 
exceed $13.2 billion.

The forecasted revenue of ATLANTICO Network platform in case of signing contracts with medical centers is 
outlined in the table below: 

* Data regarding the % discount that the platform will receive for payments made through it is drawn from the ATLANTICO Network’s already 
signed contracts with medical centers.

* Percentage of patients is just an estimate. 

* All calculations do not include taxes

* Profitability for 2018 was calculated the basis of the platform’s 1 month functionality 

* Revenue from tokens is going to be distributed to token holders at the end of each quarter 

Of course, the above calculations are only viable in case of successful realization and development of the 
project.

The profits received are going to be paid o� to token holders after the end of the IPO and are going to be 
considered the company’s shares.

A number of medical centers 
that joined the platform 

Year

100

2018

6000

2019

15000

2020

50000

2021

200000

2022

Average daily attendance of 
a medical center 

1870 1870 1870 1870 1870

Average payment for medical 
services in $

$28,00 $28,00 $28,00 $28,00 $28,00

% of patients using the 
platform 

30% 30% 40% 50% 60%

% discount for medical 
services to the platform

30% 30% 30% 30% 30%

% discount at payment to 
patients using the platform 

15% 15% 15% 15% 15%

Platform profits in % from paid 
services

15% 15% 15% 15% 15%

The platform’s daily income $235 620 $14 137 200 $47 124 000 $196 350 000 $942 480 000

The platform’s monthly income $7 304 220 $438 253 200 $1 460 844 000 $6 086 850 000 $29 216 880 000

The platform’s quarterly income - $1 272 348 000 $4 241 160 000 $17 671 500 000 $84 823 200 000

The platform’s annual income - $5 160 078 000 $17 200 260 000 $71 667 750 000 $344 005 200 000

Annual income for 1 ATL token $0,01 $5,16 $17,20 $71,67 $344,01

Quarterly income for 1 ATL token - $1,29 $4,30 $17,92 $86,00
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In a scenario where it was possible to gather $15 million they are going to be spent as 
follows: 

7.3. Use of funds 

25% reserve fund to buy back tokens from members who received them as a reward for using the platform 
(patients, medical centers, doctors), with buyback taking place annually from a limited number of 
members outlined above, with the price being determined by the revenue gathered from other parts of 
the market (pharmaceutical manufacturers, insurance companies)

25% for the platform’s development

3% bounty

12% for promotion expenses

5% for salary fund for advisors and employees

30 % for global expansion of the platform

25%

3%

12%

5%

The global expansion of the platform 

Reserve fund to buy back tokens from members 
who received them as a reward for using the 
platform (patients, medical centers, doctors)

 25% 

30% 

Salary fund for advisors 
and employees 

Promotion expenses 

 Bounty

The platform’s development 
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ATL tokens (Mosaic-standard) facilitate interactions between platform participants and as 
a means of internal payment provide access to the platform. 

There are two ways of purchasing ATL:

Token distribution rules are set to ensure transparent distribution between the crowd sale 
participants and the company.

The chart below outlines the distribution structure:

During the token sale a maximum number of tokens available will be 250,000,000, another 250,000,000 will 
be allocated towards bonuses for participants using the platform, 250,000,000 tokens for an IPO and listing 
the company’s shares on a stock exchange while the remaining 250,000,000 stay with the ATLANTICO 
Network team. The tokens sold during the ICO will automatically receive the same amount of shares after the 
IPO. Thus after the IPO the ratio of tokens to shares in circulation on an exchange will be 50% from the total 
amount of shares and tokens. This is done so that the pharmaceutical giants and insurance companies 
couldn’t take over and influence the platform. Thus the total number of tokens to be created is 
1,000,000,000. 25% of shares will stay with the ATLANTICO Network team and will be prohibited from sale, 
limited instead to receiving dividends. The final token emission will depend on the actual ATL sales made 
during the crowd sale. There will be no artificially created di�erence between the maximum amount of tokens 
and the distributed amount of tokens. 

The ATLANTICO Network team tokens (75%) will be unlocked when the following milestones are reached:

8. Token Distribution

8.1. Token Distribution

Join crowdsale. 

Buy tokens later on cryptocurrency exchanges. 

Receive tokens as bonuses for using the platform

The maximum number of tokens for the 
token sale is 250,000,000

250,000,000 tokens are allocated towards 
IPO and listing the shares on a stock 

250 000 000 tokens remain with 
the ATLANTICO Network team

250,000,000 tokens are allocated 
towards bonuses for participants using 

the platform

ATL tokens are listed on exchanges; 

5 ATLANTICO Network platform modules are live.
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8.2. Token overview

ATL token is the internal currency unit of the platform, cryptographic software that has 
certain functions on the ATLANTICO Network platform.

The ATL token is built on the NEM protocol and is compliant with the widely used Mosaic 
standard.

The ATL token functionality is limited to the ATLANTICO Network platform and is created as 
a means to develop the internal ecosystem of the ATLANTICO Network that ensure 
transparent and honest interactions within the community. 

The ATL token is designed to be used exclusively within the functions prescribed to them. 
The scope can be increased over time, including, for example, with adding new services 
and improvements that become available in exchange for ATL. 

The ATL token is meant to be used by experts in cryptocurrency tokens and 
blockchain-based software. 

ATL tokens allow receiving dividends from the platform’s profits.

What are ATL tokens

ATL tokens fuel the main functions of the ATLANTICO Network platform. 

All the features of the ATLANTICO Network platform are available exclusively to ATL token holders. 
ATL tokens are planned to be listed on cryptocurrency exchanges to enable free trading (for 
residents of countries where token transactions are allowed). A user wishing to begin using the 
ATLANTICO Network platform must purchase ATL tokens on an exchange. Conversely ATL tokens 
can be sold on an exchange if their holder wishes to quit using the ATLANTICO Network platform. 
However, regulation around securities in certain countries such as the US and Singapore can 
restrict their residents from purchasing ATL. By purchasing ATL tokens the buyer must be aware of 
the restrictions on the subsequent trading which makes him obliged to follow our rules or rules of 
the exchange when trying to sell tokens to other users.

Ways of using tokens received as a reward for participating in the ATLANTICO 
Network platform. 

ATL tokens received by patients, doctors and medical centers as bonuses for using the platform are 
accumulated in their personal accounts and are bound to be bought back by the ATLANTICO 
Network platform once a year. These tokens also enable their holders to receive dividends from the 
platform’s profits.

Means of expressing ATLANTICO Network community opinion.

The ATLANTICO Network platform gives ATL token holders the opportunity to express their opinion 
on operational activities through decentralized community voting. The decisions chosen through 
the voting process will serve as expert recommendations for the management in making the final 
decisions.

ATL Use Cases

Means of using and interacting with the ATLANTICO Network platform
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ATL tokens are not securities under any jurisdiction. 

This White Paper is not a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it 
in any way pertain to an o�ering or a solicitation of an o�er to buy any securities or shares 
through an initial public o�ering process in any jurisdiction. ATL token is not a digital 
currency, security, commodity, or any other kind of financial instrument and has not been 
registered under the Securities Act, the securities laws of any state of the United States or 
the securities laws of any other country, including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in 
which a potential token holder is a resident. 

ATL tokens do not represent a debt security of the Company. 

ATL tokens are not debt instruments or any form of securities or bonds on behalf of the 
Company. Purchasing ATL tokens through the public token sale or through any other way 
does not confer the rights to participate in distributing financial or any other assets on 
behalf of the Company. 

ATL tokens are non-refundable. 

The Company is not obligated to provide refunds to token holders in exchange for their ATL 
tokens in any form. ATL tokens do not hold promises of future value, commitments to 
continuous payments or guarantees that ATL tokens will hold any value.

What ATL tokens are not
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9. Core team, investors and experts
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Stephane Deceulener
CEO / Faunder

Businessman with many years of experience in the successful creation and development of 
businesses from scratch. Since 1982, he has established and developed businesses in the 
direction of real estate construction and sales in Spain, restaurant business in California and 
Spain, at the moment is the founder of the energy trading company in Spain SOLELEC 
IBERICA S. L.

Bernard Patrick Dobson
Financial director

British born Certified Accountant has a long career working mainly for Middle Eastern and US 
multinational companies in over a dozen di�erent countries across 4 continents. Most recently 
he was engaged by one of the world's foremost sovereign wealth funds but now operates as an 
independent consultant on all matters financial and has been the chief third party advisor to 
Atlantic for the last two years.

Alain Marc Duriaux
Lawyer

Institute of Di�usion-Bruxel communications 1970 - 1972. The military service , License of 
Gentleman Rider Royal Jockey club of Belgium, 1974. Cooperation with Amerf Salud Africa 2015. 
Legal support from 2000 to the company Mayors 2000SL. Legal support since 2013 of the 
energy trading company in Spain SOLELEC IBERICA S. L.

Jose Pernia Calderon
Representative in Spain for development and scaling of the platform

1985-1989 - Vice Mayor of Marbella, Spain, 

Founding partner of the company M95TV MARBELLA.

Toni Karakutev
PR and marketing

Bulgarian-Danish College Veliko Tarnovo University. Regisseur.

Work on projects:

- under cover
- series amnesia
- the road to costa de maresme



9. Core team, investors and experts
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Murat Ibragimov
Representative in Russia for development and scaling of the platform

Cardiologist , doctor medicine.

Working place: A.N. Bakulev National Medical Research Center of Cardiovascular Surgery

Maxim Zakharkiv
Representative in Bulgaria for development and scaling of the platform

Вowner of Kolmax company which works in the field of real estate. Kolmax company, together 
with partners, has implemented more than 80 projects in the Republic of Bulgaria.

Also since 2006 he is a practicing lawyer whose clients were such companies as Martinex, MB 
grupp, ALMA Holidays (one of the largest tour operators in Bulgaria)

Andrei Eremin
Representative in Ukraine for development and scaling of the platform

In 1998 he graduated from the Poltava branch of the Kiev military Institute of management and 
communication and received an academic bachelor's degree in educational and professional 
program-"telecommunications". Until 2008 he served in the Armed Forces of Ukraine as an 
o�cer. After leaving he worked in commercial organizations, going from Manager to Director of 
the company.

Al-Ziyadekh Ali
Representative in Jordanians for development and scaling of the platform

The entrepreneur,the representative of the company Digital Systems and Networks in Jordan



The ATLANTICO Network platform is, according to copyright laws, property of Atlantic 
International finance and loan limited, registered in June 1987 in 31/2 Irish Town, Gibraltar. 
The company has a proven track record as an honest legal entity working primarily with 
real estate and restaurant business. The company has built and restored over 100 real 
estate items. It has worked with a 12-venue restaurant chain in Costa Del Sol (Spain), and 
Nivelles (Belgium) famous for its best restaurant -- Le Borse cafe, place Albert Chi�rer № 
1,Nivelles 1400, Belgium. 

Now the ATLANTICO Network team is actively promoting the platform by signing 
agreements with Ministries of Healthcare, public and private medical centers, insurance 
companies and pharmacies to use the platform. The team is hiring development 
representatives to expand all over the globe.

10. Achievements of the ATLANTICO Network 

Atlantic International finance and loan limited, 
Address: 31/2 Irish Town, Gibraltar, 
Email: support@atlantico-network.io, 
tel: 0034621214974

11. ATLANTICO Network corporate structure 
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The information in this White Paper may be incomplete and does not imply any contractual or legal 
obligations. The contents of this White Paper are not legally binding and the Company reserves the right to 
modify or update this White Paper as the platform goes through development. The information it contains 
does not constitute investment, legal, tax, regulatory, financial or accounting advice or a formal 
recommendation, nor it is designed to provide exclusively correct information on evaluating ATL token 
purchase transactions. Potential ATL token holders should seek advice from their respective independent 
advisers before considering entrance into any legally binding agreements or contracts based on the 
information presented herein. Nothing in this White Paper should be considered as a prospectus of any sort 
or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an o�ering or a solicitation of an o�er to buy 
any securities or shares through an initial public o�ering process in any jurisdiction. This White Paper is not 
composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which are 
designed to restrict cryptocurrency transactions. Certain statements, estimates and financial information 
contained in this White Paper constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking 
statements or information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual 
events or results to di�er materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such 
forward-looking statements. ATL tokens are not being o�ered or advertised, cannot be resold or disposed of 
by the owner in favour of natural or legal persons (I) holding a Green Card of the United States of America, or 
(II) citizens, residents or other representatives of the United States of America (all states including the District 
of Columbia), Puerto Rico, US Virgin Islands or (III) any other country or territory where cryptocurrency 
operations are restricted or regulated in any way and in which a potential token holder is a resident. If such 
person purchases ATL tokens, his actions will be considered as illegal, unauthorized and fraudulent, leading 
to negative consequences. The Company does not o�er or distribute ATL tokens and does not run business in 
Singapore, People’s Republic of China or other countries and territories where digital token transactions are 
restricted and require the Company to be registered and licensed with all the necessary authorities. Each 
potential ATL token holder should know that this document can be legally presented in full compliance with 
the jurisdiction the token holder is subject to. Potential token holders are solely liable for establishing the 
legality of transacting ATL tokens with actors from di�erent jurisdictions. This technical document written in 
English is the main o�cial source of information about the ATLANTICO Network. The information herein can 
be from time to time translated into other languages. During the process of translation some information can 
be lost, corrupted or misrepresented. The accuracy of alternative versions cannot be guaranteed. In the 
event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and communications and the o�cial 
English language document shall prevail.

12. Disclaimer of liability
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ATL token purchases involve a high degree of risk. Every potential buyer should study all available information 
about the risks mentioned below before making a purchase. Should any of the risks mentioned below occur, the 
ATL platform and the price of ATL tokens may face negative e�ects. ATL token holders may encounter risks and 
uncertainties other than those mentioned in this White Paper, and such risks and uncertainties may have a 
negative impact on the ATL platform or price of ATL tokens.

Risk of absence of rights, functionality or characteristics. The tokens have no manifested or implied rights, 
fields of application, goals, attributes, functional possibilities or features including any directions of use, 
goals, attributes, fields of application or features within the ATL platform. The company has no obligations or 
guarantees that ATL tokens have any rights, fields of application, goals, attributes, functional possibilities or 
features. 

Risk of ATL token market development failure. As there has never been an open market for token trade, the 
initial sale of ATL tokens, described in the “Token sale” section of this White Paper may result in low liquidity of 
the emerging market and token prices may be unstable. In spite of existing token reservations, after the sale 
starts, the market may fail to develop or sustain liquidity. If the ATL token market fails to develop, then token 
prices may become highly volatile, thus leading to user inability to sell tokens or perform other operations 
when needed. The worst scenario means that it is not possible to sell tokens at all. Secondary market 
exchanges or platforms may be not regulated by law.

Risk of speculation. Secondary market token evaluation is seldom transparent and seldom free from serious 
risks. Tokens are not an instrument of ownership of company assets and thus are not tangible assets. Token 
value can fluctuate significantly in short periods of time. There is a serious risk for token holders to completely 
lose their investment. The worst scenario means complete token devaluation. 

No market value risk. ATL tokens may not find market value, and there is no guarantee or promise of ATL 
token liquidity. The company owning ATL token is not and does not have to be responsible for ATL tokens 
market value or its liquidity. 

No refunds. The company has no obligation to refund token holders for any reason, and token holders will 
not receive any financial resources or other kinds of compensation as a refund. No guarantees have been or 
will be given of future economic indicators, intrinsic token value, sustainable returns, stable token value, etc. 
Therefore, refunds may be impossible or may be subject to other laws and regulations, that may di�er from 
the law in force applied to token holders. 

13. Annex

Risk factors 

1. RISKS REGARDING TOKEN PRICE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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2.1. Blockchain risks. The Bitcoin and NEM blockchains generate blocks in undetermined periods of time, 
which creates a risk of contract execution delay. For example, cryptocurrency inserted in a smart contract 
during the last seconds of a token sale may be not included in the period block. Users understand and 
acknowledge that Bitcoin or NEM blockchains may not include user transactions in the block right away, and 
that users may not receive ATL tokens the same day they paid for them.

2.2. Overload risk. Bitcoin and NEM networks face periodic overloads resulting in transactions delays or 
losses. Some individuals can overload NEM network on purpose to gain an advantage in buying 
cryptocurrency. NEM miners may not include user transactions in the block right away or may cancel them 
completely. 

2.3. Risk of software flaws. The concept of the ATLANTICO Network that creates the mechanism of ATL token 
generation and distribution is still in the early stage of development, as is the basic software responsible for it 
(i.e. the NEM blockchain). There are no guarantees or obligations that the ATL generation process will have no 
interruptions or flaws. There is an integral risk of software flaws and bugs that may cause a complete loss of 
cryptocurrency and/or ATL tokens.

2.4. New technology risk. Both platform, tokens and issues mentioned in this document are new and not 
well-tried. Both the platform and tokens may turn out to be invalid. It is possible that there will be no 
blockchain utilizing the platform. Token buyers are not to rely on the platform, smart contracts or a future 
possibility of receiving tokens a�liated with the platform. Even if the platform is created, realized and 
accepted, it may not function as expected and any tokens may lack desired or valuable functional 
possibilities. Moreover, technologies are changing quickly, and the platform and tokens may become 
outdated. 

2. BLOCKCHAIN AND SOFTWARE RELATED RISKS

3.1. Private key loss risk. Purchased tokens may be kept in buyers’ digital wallets or storage, requiring one or a 
combination of private keys to gain access. It means that if a user loses his private key, he will lose both the 
tokens and the ability to access the wallet to spend, withdraw, or transfer tokens to networks created by third 
parties. In addition to this, any third party that received a private key, including through hacking the 
authorization data of a wallet or storage used by a token buyer, can use the tokens stored in the wallet. 
Company entities are not responsible for such losses.

3.2. Lack of token security. Tokens may be stolen. Various third parties, including hackers, may try to tamper 
with smart contracts or tokens via various ways including malware, DDoS and DoS attacks, coordinated 
attacks, network attacks etc. Moreover, as NEM is based on open source software, there is a risk of flaws and 
bugs which may have negative impact on tokens or even lead to the loss of tokens, loss of access to them 
and loss of management controls. Token holders are not given any guarantees of refund or compensation if 
any such event occurs, and they have no legal means to get such refund. 

3.3. Risk of cyber-attacks on NEM miners. The blockchain technology, on which smart contracts are based, is 
vulnerable to various cyber-attacks. Any successful cyber-attack is a risk for smart contracts. It may also 
have negative impact on the expected time and order of token transactions as well as on the accuracy and 
sequence of contract calculations.    

3.4. Public cryptographic keys connection failure. If ATL token buyer does not provide his public keys in his 
account interface, it will result in a third party’s inability to recognize the correct amount of ATL tokens on the 
buyer’s NEM blockchain when the ATL platform-based blockchain is created and initial balance is added.

3.5. Risk of wallet incompatibility. A wallet used for storing ATL tokens must be compatible with ATL tokens. If 
this requirement is not met, the token buyer may be unable to access the tokens after their transfer from the 
platform to the wallet.

3. SECURITY RISKS
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4.1. Dependency on third parties risk. Even after the launch, the platform will fully or partially rely on third 
parties for certain functions, platform development, maintenance and support. There are no guarantees that 
these third parties will perform their task properly, or meet anybody’s needs, and if they do not, it may have a 
significant negative impact on the platform. 

4.2. Platform dependency on senior management. The ATL project team’s ability to ensure platform 
competitiveness depends to a high degree on the management team. Any loss or weakening of the 
management team, or project team’s inability to hire, keep and support additional members of the 
management team may have significant negative e�ect on the platform. The competition for highly qualified 
specialists is high due to their small numbers and such situation may a�ect ATL’s ability to keep the existing 
management team and hire additional sta�. It may also have negative impact on the platform.

4.3. Dependency on various factors. Platform development can stop for a variety of reasons, including lack 
of public interest, underfunding, lack of commercial success or prospects, or key members quitting.

4.4. Lack of interest. Even if the platform is completed and launched, the sustainable success of the platform 
depends on the interest and participation of third parties, such as developers, for example. There are no 
guarantees that the platform will arouse enough interest.

4.5. Platform changes risk. The platform is still under development and may undergo significant changes. 
Though company entities presume that the functional and features described in this White Paper will be 
realized in the platform, significant changes may occur for a variety of reasons. Each change may mean that 
token holder expectations will not be met. 

4.6. Other projects related risk. The platform may cause alternative projects to grow, supported by 
una�liated third parties, to appear and develop without increasing token value. 

4.7. Cryptocurrency price fluctuations risk. The profits gained from token sales will be received in 
cryptocurrency and may be exchanged for other cryptographic and fiat currencies. If cryptocurrency value 
changes and puts the company at a disadvantage during the token sale, token presale or afterwards, the 
company may become unable to fund platform development and maintenance as planned. 

4. PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT RELATED RISKS

5.1. Conflict of interest risk. Any company entity can be involved in operations with a�liated persons, 
including majority shareholders and companies they controls or own a share in. Conflicts of interest may 
occur between the company’s a�liated persons and the company itself, which may lead to deals concluded 
on non-open market terms. 

5.2. Risks associated with the recognition of the Company's entities transactions as invalid. Various actions 
may be recognized as invalid or even met with sanctions if necessary legal requirements are violated. As 
existing regulations may have di�erent interpretations, the concerned party may not be guaranteed full 
protection against such threats, including but not limited to, deal annulation or any obligation imposition, 
which in turn may have a negative impact on the platform. 

5.3. Risks of operating on developing markets. Company entities may operate on developing markets. This 
involves a higher degree of risk than operating on developed markets, including significant legal, economic 
and political risks. Countries with developing markets change rapidly, so the information provided in this 
document may become outdated relatively soon.   

5. COMPANY BUSINESS RELATED RISKS
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6.1. Lack of clear regulatory framework. The legal status of cryptocurrencies, digital assets and blockchain 
technology is still undefined or unclear in many legislations. It’s hard to tell whether governments will regulate 
these technologies and how. It is also unclear yet whether any public authority will change the existing laws 
and regulations of cryptocurrencies, digital assets, blockchain and technologies associated with it. Such 
changes may have various negative e�ects on tokens. For example, tokens can be defined as a regulated 
financial instrument, thus requiring registration. The company can stop distribution of tokens and platform 
development or stop all transactions in a particular legislation if government actions make it illegal or 
commercially impractical.

6.2. Inability to receive, sustain or renew licenses and permits. Though there are no legal requirements for 
companies owning tokens to get licenses or permits for their activities, there is a risk that such requirements 
will be introduced in future. In such cases, the issue of the exchange trading will depend on the future course 
of events involving such licenses and permits and participants following it. Regulatory authorities will make 
independent decisions on licenses, their dates and renewal and also on monitoring of participants 
compliance with the licensing terms. 

The requirements may be imposed by these authorities on any party involved. They may include various 
standards, sta� qualifications, due hardware and quality control system, control over our operations, 
maintenance of corresponding applications, and provision of requested information to the licensing 
authorities. All of this may be quite expensive and laborious and may cause delays in platform operation. 
Moreover, private individuals and the public in general have a right to comment and get involved in the 
licensing process in other ways, including adding judicial and political pressure. Therefore, the licenses that 
any party involved may need may not be given or renewed on time, or may include requirements limiting th 
company’s ability to operate or gain profit. 

6.3. Government actions risk. The crypto industry is new, and can be subject to increased supervision and 
control, including investigations and compulsory actions. There can be no guarantees that a government will 
not investigate participant activities, and any investigation may have negative e�ects on tokens and/or 
platform development. 

6.4. Risk of onerous laws, rules and standards. The violation of existing laws, regulations or government 
inspection decisions or an increase in governmental control over company operations may result in 
significant additional costs or various sanctions, which may have a significant negative impact on the 
platform or company operation. 

The company operations and property are subject to various state bodies and agencies regulations. The 
regulative authorities tend to be cautious with regard to compliance with, and interpretations of, existing 
laws, rules and standards. These authorities have right to, and often do, perform periodic inspections of 
company property activities during the year. Any future inspections may conclude that the company broke 
laws or regulations and cannot refute such decisions or fix the violations. Any inability to comply with existing 
laws may result in fines or more severe sanctions imposed on the company, which may result in a halt of 
business activity or administrative or criminal prosecution of the corresponding company o�cials. Any such 
decisions, demands or sanctions, or any increase of governmental control over our activities may result in 
additional costs for the company and have a significant negative e�ect on the company and platform. 

6.5. Illegal or arbitrary government actions. In some cases, governmental authorities tend to act arbitrarily 
without due legal procedures and can sometimes can even break the law or pursue their own financial or 
political interests. Moreover, in certain circumstances a government has authority to intervene in contract 
execution, annulation or termination. Many illegal, selective or arbitrary government actions of have been 
reported, including refusal to license, sudden tax audits, prosecutions and administrative penalties. Local and 
federal authorities used flaws in cryptocurrency regulations as pretexts for lawsuits or transactions 
invalidations or annulations in pursue of their political interests. Given all the possibilities mentioned above, 
our competitors may a�liate with the government and thus get special preference.

6. GOVERNMENT RELATED RISKS
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